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Submission content: Just read the 132 page document. A few
comments for your consideration: Extremely ecstatic that it is intended
to keep the scenic hills in Campbelltown to narellan/Camden free from
further urban development. This is one of the only space where I am
able to participate in my chosen sport equestrian activity eventing.
There are not many places where like minded people like myself can
participate in these activities and there is a real risk with this
urbanisation of our activity becoming a causality of over urbanisation.
To confirm how many equestrians are in Sydney, I would strongly
recommend you check with equestrian nsw, they would have stats that
support how popular this sport is. Perplexed to read throughout the
document repeated,reference to cycle and walk ways but no mention
of more spaces for horse tracks or equestrian activities. I beg your
consideration to keep this activity in the for front of your planning ideas.
This document is to help inform local council decisions on future zoning
and consideration of development applications if I understand the
document correctly. If so, how is all the current building that is going on
in the bardia, Denham court and leppington area meeting the
guidelines in this document? Housing is being packed in like sardines
and I see Very few trees being planted. There may be a disconnect
between this document and what is actually being approve. I live in the



area so I know how squished in the houses are. Some blocks are only
285 square meters!)! There needs to be more residential land released
for people who want to live on 4-8 acre blocks! I see none of this in the
area, all postage sized blocks of land. I guess that is why the scenic
hills is so desperately needed to remain as is, as it is truely one of the
last remaining blocks of land where my and others horses can live in
the area. Thank you and I hope you take my comments seriously.
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